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Keeping Loved Ones Informed

A Message from the
Secretary
As we once again approach the holiday
season, I’m reminded of last fall, an
 ƥ ǡ
but especially individuals in prison and
their loved ones, who were unable to
visit
in
person.
Although
the
Department’s
precautions
against
COVID-19 undoubtedly saved lives, the
decision to cancel visitation during this
      ƥ  ǯ
had to make during my career. The emotional cost of separation during the
holidays for individuals in prison and their loved ones is not lost on me.
It is with sincere joy that I can say visitation resumed this holiday season, and
many people are able to spend time with their imprisoned loved ones, possiƤǤ  
of the most important forms of healing during time in prison, and I’m excited
that we resumed this year.
I wish you all a safe and cheerful holiday season, and I want to thank you on
behalf of the entire Department for your continued support of your loved
ƥ Ǥ

Secretary James “Jimmy” Le Blanc
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The 2020 Families of the Incarcerated Advisory Board (FIAB) recommended that the Department of Public Safety &
Corrections (DPS&C) explore partnerships with people who served long-term prison sentences. The Department
partnered with Successful Imperfections to pilot a curriculum called Life Support at Louisiana Correctional Institute
ȋ ȌǤ  Ƥ
return to their communities. The Life Support Pilot Program will provide instruction on social, professional,
emotional, and life skills training for participants who are preparing for release. Structural components of the Life
Support Pilot Program will include emotional health and regulation, soft skills/life skills enhancement,
 ǡ Ƥ   ǡ     ǡ   Ǥ     Ǧ͕͝
pandemic, this program is set to commence in early 2022.
Ivy Mathis, who serves on FIAB and will be teaching the class, spent 26 years in prison. She brings personal
experience to the program, having been through reentry herself. “I couldn’t really open up and ask, ‘Excuse me,
could you tell me what it’s like out there?’” she says. “I found out when I came home that there were so many
things I didn’t know.”
She describes the many emotions someone might feel upon release, including uncertainty, intimidation, and
anxiety. She says these emotions could hit at surprising times, even crossing the street or checking out at the
grocery store. She’s excited “to be able to go back and teach them that what they are going to feel is all normal.”
ǲǡǡǳǤ ǡǲ Ƥǡ ǯ
because I was in a whole new environment. I’d known prison for 26 years. All the noise that got on my nerves, and
it’s quiet in this house. That made me scared. I wished somebody was there to make noise.”
Because she has gone through it, Mathis can help prepare others who will be releasing soon. “From this side, I
know what questions they’re going to ask, and I put it all on paper. Not only my experience but some of the men
and women who’ve called me.” Her goal is “to get them prepared on what they’re going to be feeling, how to deal
with it, and how to be successful.”
“It’s just an honor to be able to go back in the prison and give them a light of hope,” Mathis concludes.
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A new Braille class at Louisiana State Penitentiary increases post-prison
employment opportunities and allows participants to provide a
much-needed service for visually impaired children. Twenty preapproved
   Ƥ      
(LSP) in mid-February. The two-year, 19-lesson course is part of a national
prison Braille program that teaches incarcerated individuals to create Braille
books for blind and visually impaired children.
Blind children must have access to the same material sighted children use in
the classroom, but the high cost of Braille books hinders many impaired
children from receiving what they need. Class instructor Robin King says a
math textbook in Braille could cost as much as $20,000. “There have been
years when kids were unable to get a textbook,” she said. “They were
either too expensive or had yet to be created.”
King is also the director of Louisiana Aim, an instruction material center for the visually impaired in Baton Rouge,
Ǥ ơǡ
envisions individuals at LSP someday creating Braille books to be sold to other states and school systems.
Learning Braille gives individuals in prison a chance to change their lives. “I just want these guys to be the best they
can be, at whatever rate or speed they can go,” King said. “It is a work-at-your-own-pace program.” The course
requires participants to successfully transcribe a novel and create 35 pages of Braille, which is then
submitted to the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C., for grading. The grade is either a pass or fail, but
  Ƥt.
The ǯ Ƥ Ƥ     ǡ   ǡ ǡ   Ǥ  
  Ƥ ǡ  Ǥ 
 ǡ Ƥ  Ǥǲ 
Ƥ ͔͂͘ǡ͔͔͔͙͔͂ǡ͔͔͔ ǡǳ
says.
Student Laurence McKee, an academic
tutor and music student, sees the Braille
class as a way to serve others and give
back. “I plan on transcribing books for the
blind, maybe get involved in the music
transcription as well.”
Participant Melvin Davis says, “I would like
to take the education home with me and
apply it where it is most needed in
society.”
This story was adapted from an article
originally published in The Angolite.
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On Tuesday, November 9, 2021, imprisoned individuals at Elayn Hunt Correctional Center (EHCC) gathered in the
chapel for a viewing party of ten videos created by Lead Out Louisiana. The videos featured songs written and
performed by seventeen individuals in prison, with the help of Lead Out Louisiana.
Lead Out Louisiana is a project created by Mary McBride and Charlie deGravelles, who both have a passion for using
 ơ Ǥ  
self-expression and healing.

Over the course of several months in the
spring of 2021, individuals at EHCC wrote
their own lyrics and worked with Lead
Out Louisiana’s writers and band to put
   Ǥ  Ƥ    
series of videos portraying the
songwriting process, interviews with the
participants and band members, and
music videos of the completed songs.
Each song was unique in style and
  ƪ   ǯ
experiences, hopes, and emotional
journeys. Some participants had musical
experience, but others didn’t. In one
video, Steve Stewart, who participated in
the project, says, “Working with the band
was really an awesome experience.”
“The whole process was a brand new
experience for me,” says participant
Robert Ledet. “It was a challenge, but
also a fun challenge.”

At the viewing party, Department of Public Safety & Corrections (DPS&C) Secretary James “Jimmy” Le Blanc and
EHCC Warden Kirt Guerin both praised the program, pointing out the moving nature of the videos. “It is absolutely
wonderful.” Secretary Le Blanc says in one of the videos. “Music is healing. I mean, it is. Honestly, I got healed a
little myself watching the program, you know. Look, I had a tear running out of my eye on some of that.”
Warden Guerin agrees, “They were liberated to be able to help someone with their story.” He continues, “It gave
me chills to watch it. I’ve been working in prison thirty years, but seeing these guys be transparent and then
transform their story into song, it was amazing.”
DPS&C is now working with Lead Out Louisiana to provide a similar program at the Louisiana Correctional Institute
for Women.
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Ƭ
The Division of Probation and Parole (P&P) functions as a community services division of the Department of Public
Ƭ ȋƬȌ  ƥ  
ƥ ǤƬƬ  ǡ
parole, diminution of sentence, home incarceration, medical furlough, or supervised released. They ensure people
on community supervision abide by the conditions of supervision, identify problems and solutions, make
appropriate referrals, provide general counseling, and perform arrests as needed to protect public safety. The
 ǯơ   
administrative sanctions and Day Reporting Centers.
The COVID-19 pandemic has generated several questions surrounding operations for many organizations and
Departments. DPS&C wants to dispel any misinformation that could potentially hinder the successful reentry of
individuals recently released from prison.
MY ǣ ƥ  Ǧ͕͝ Ǥ
ǣ ƥ Ǥ 
    ƥ   Ǥ Ƥ  
 ƥ ƬǤ

MY ǣ Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, recently released individuals do not need to report to their District
ƥ Ǥ
ǣ͘͜ǡ  ƥ 
Ƥ .
MY ǣ       ơ         ǡ ǡ
substance abuse, or other issues.
ǣ Probation and Parole continues to refer individuals to the appropriate community partners to help make
reentry as successful as possible.


The Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections (DPS&C) resumed visitation across
sstate-run prisons. Maintaining in-person connections with loved ones is critical to a person's success in
prison. The Department continues to monitor the current status of COVID-19 in the public and in its
pris
prisons.
priso
Pris
Prisons
have educated their populations on the processes and procedures of visitation during the
COVID-19 pandemic. At all institutions, visitors must be on the incarcerated individual's approved
visitation list in order to be eligible to visit.
State prison facilities may begin phasing in general reopening plans, which include a limited number of volunteers
for faith-based programming, as well as ramping up vocational and educational programs to near pre-COVID-19
levels. In addition, plans are being worked out to resume face-to-face attorney visits. Currently, individuals in prison
visit with their attorneys via Zoom call and by telephone.
All reopening
plans will follow COVID-19
Ǧ
ǡ͜ǣ͔͗ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤ
guidelines and are subject to change as guidelines or COVID-19 prevalence at the facility or in the community
change.
COVID-19 Update Continued on Page 6
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  ǣ
• General Visitation Space shall accommodate the required 6 feet for social distancing.
Ȉ ǡ  Ǧ͕͝ǡ
which includes having their temperature checked.
• All visitation areas and transport vehicles shall be sanitized prior to and between visits.
• Hand sanitizer shall be available in all visitation areas.
• Indoor contact visitation requires that both visitors and imprisoned individuals are fully
 Ǥ  ͕͘           Ǥ  
encouraged but not required to wear a mask during contact visitation.
• Non-contact visits are required if the imprisoned individual or visitor is unvaccinated; non-contact visits require
plexiglass separation barriers between the visitor and the imprisoned individual, and food is not allowed.
Imprisoned individuals and visitors must wear masks until seated for the commencement of the non-contact
visitation. Masks may be removed for the seated portion of the visitation only.
• Visitors are not required to provide COVID-19 vaccination status documentation to participate in outdoor
visitation (contact or non-contact).
• Visitation hours, days, and duration and the number of allowed visitors vary by institution.
DPS&C continues to test proactively for COVID-19. If someone within a dorm tests positive or is exposed to positive
cases, that dorm or unit will be placed in quarantine, and visitation for that group will be postponed until they've
been cleared by medical. If at any point the total active cases at a prison exceeds .5 percent of the total population
of that institution, visitation at that prison will be suspended immediately until the rate falls below .5 percent.
 

 
Saturday & Sunday, 7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.


Ǧ ǡ͜ǣ͔͗ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤ
 

 
ȋ͗͗͛Ȍ͗͜͝Ǧ͚͔͖͝


Monday-Friday, 9-11:30
a.m. & 1-3:30 p.m.

ȋ͕͗͜Ȍ͖͛͝Ǧ͔͔͔͘

Ǧ ǡ͜ǣ͔͗Ǧ͕͕
a.m. & 12:30-3:30 p.m.

ȋ͖͖͙Ȍ͚͗͘Ǧ͚͖͕͝

Ǧ ǡ͜
ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤ

 
͛ǡ͛ǣ͔͗ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤ
 

ȋ͖͖͙Ȍ͕͗͝Ǧ͙͙͘͝
ȋ͖͖͙Ȍ͕͗͝Ǧ͚͗͘͘

Monday-Friday, 7
a.m.-5 p.m.


 



Ƭ ǣƬǡ͜
ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤǡ
Penitentiary: Friday-Sunday (orderlies),
͜ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤ

ȋ͖͖͙Ȍ͕͗͝Ǧ͖͖͗͘

Ǧ ǡ͜
ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤ




Ƭǡ͜ǤǤǦ͘Ǥ.

ȋ͖͖͙Ȍ͚͙͙Ǧ͖͗͗͘

Monday-Friday, 9
a.m.-3 p.m.


 


Tuesday & Wednesday (max. custody),
Thursday-Sunday (medium & minimum
Ȍǡ͜ǤǤǦ͗ǤǤ

ȋ͙͜͝Ȍ͚͚͕Ǧ͚͔͗͜

Ǧ ǡ͜
ǤǤǦ͘ǤǤ


 


Saturday & Sunday (general population),
3rd Thursday of the month (segregated ȋ͕͗͜Ȍ͚͛͜Ǧ͖͕͜͝
Ǥ͖͚͜
Ȍǡ͜ǣ͔͗ǤǤǦ͗ǣ͔͗ǤǤ

Ǧ ǡ͜
ǤǤǦ͘ǣ͔͗ǤǤ

 


͛ǡ͜ǤǤǦ͘ǣ͙͘ǤǤ

COVID-19 Positive Procedures on Page 7
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 Ǧ͕͝ 
Ƥ Ǧ͕͝ǡ 
in all state prison facilities. The procedure followed depends on whether the individual is  or
 at the time of testing.

If an individual is  at point of testing
    ȋȀ   ǤȌ
Individual shall remain until meet below conditions
͖͘  
without fever reducing medications

Improved symptoms

 Ȁ   ȋȀƤȀ ǤȌ
Individual shall remain here until meets below conditions
10 consecutive days from positive

improved symptoms

If fever occurs or symptoms
present/worsen return to Medical


Recovered/Return to Population - Assigned Housing
or Local Jail

State Facility

Considered

COVID Positive

Reported

Isolation

Considered

COVID Positive &
Recovering

Reported

Stepdown

Considered

COVID Negative

Reported

Recovered

EXCEPTION: Out of an abundance of caution, individuals who experienced severe to critical illness or who are severely
immunocompromised shall remain in Step Down Isolation area for a minimum of 20 days (with no signs or symptoms) prior to
release back to his or her normal appropriate housing/custody status as determined by the Warden or designee.

If an individual is  at point of testing
 Ȁ   ȋȀƤȀ ǤȌ
Individual shall remain here until meets below conditions
10 consecutive days from positive

improved symptoms

If fever occurs or symptoms
present/worsen return to Medical


Recovered/Return to Population - Assigned Housing
State Facility

or Local Jail

Considered

COVID Positive &
Recovering

Reported

Stepdown

Considered

COVID Negative

Reported

Recovered

EXCEPTION: Out of an abundance of caution, asymptomatic positive individuals who are severely immunocompromised shall
remain in step-down isolation for a period of 20 days after their initial positive COVID test result.
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ǯ Ƭ ǫ
The following are short descriptions of recent changes to Department regulations that may
 ơ Ǥ
 Ȃ  Ȃǡǡ  
ǦǤǦǦ͘
Individuals housed at Louisiana state facilities who meet the appropriate requirements have the opportunity to
become tutors, mentors, or program facilitators. This provides individuals in prison with an opportunity to make a
ơ Ǥǡ Ƥ
Rehabilitation Program (CTRP) credits, which may contribute to an earlier release date.
M    ơ   Ǥ          
ǦǤǡǡ Ƥ ǡǡ
purpose in the work they do. A formalized process allows more individuals in prison to take advantage of these
opportunities and positively impact others.

A student is taught in Elayn Hunt Correctional Center’s NCCER Construction Management
 Ǥ  ȋƤ Ȍ
   Ǥ

  ǦǤǦǦ͖
In August 2021, Secretary James “Jimmy” Le Blanc established the Inmate Advisory Council to the Secretary (IACS)
         ǡ   ơǡ  Ƭ  
facilitate meaningful communication with the prison populations. While individual facilities already utilized
ơ   ǡ               
individual prisons, the IACS will relay Department-wide issues and concerns of the prison population directly to
Secretary Le Blanc.
 ơ 
whole, such as department policies, reentry programming, or staying connected with family while in prison. While
not all recommendations may be appropriate or possible to enact, the Secretary wants to hear about issues directly
ơ ǤǲǯǤ
responsive to what they have to say,” says Secretary Le Blanc.
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Elrick Gallow has come a long way since he arrived at Raymond Laborde
Correctional Center over 20 years ago. His mindset was that his situation was
everyone’s fault but his own. Eventually, he realized he needed to take
responsibility for his actions, so he summoned his courage, looked hard at his
 ǡ ơ
the one who walked in. This led him to develop a relationship with God.
He studied a number of religions but settled on Islam. It made the most sense to
him and appealed to him the most. He has since become the Resident Imam and
is a positive, respected leader in his community. He enrolled in Ashland
ǡ           Ǥ  
currently working toward getting a bachelor’s degree in communication. Gallow
completed several self-help programs such as Living in Balance, Malachi Dads,
Anger Management, and AA/NA.
Today, Gallow surrounds himself with people who live in accordance with the positive changes he’s made in his life.
He is a trustee and holds the prestigious job of Administration Building Orderly. He gives back by mentoring others.
He says, “The seeds were always there for me to become the man I am today. I don’t like prison, but the harsh
reality is that prison saved my life.”

 
Luther McFarland, the Reentry Court Program welding instructor at Louisiana
State Penitentiary, bolstered his trade credentials in May when he became the
Ƥ            
         Ǥ  Ƥ 
permits McFarland to teach the National Center for Construction and Education
Research (NCCER) curriculum anywhere in the country. He is now among the
͖͔͔ Ƥ  
NCCER tests.
   Ƥ             
exam. His routine began at 3 a.m. with study. He then trained the Reentry Court
Program students from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. After school, he showered, ate, and
continued his studies until 10 or 11 p.m. His faith in Jesus Christ gave him the desire to press on, he says, and he
pledges to use his education to honor God. McFarland’s advice to others who are working toward vocational
excellence is to keep striving because he is an example of how perseverance can pay ơǤ
M            Ƥ      
achieve other goals, such as writing a book and being released from prison.
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Each issue of Inside Out ͖Ǧ͗ơ 

prison population and their friends and family members.

ǣơǫ
͕Ǥ 
  Ǥ  Ƥ
 
in prison, they are released at the end of their full term. They are not on parole and do not have to follow
low any pa
parole
 ơǡ
ơ
Ǥ ǡ        ȋǤǤ  ơǡ  ǡ 
etc.), they may have restrictions on certain civil rights, including restrictions against buying or owning a weapon,
 Ƥ ǡ ǡ.
2. P
The individual is eligible to be considered for reentry into society and will complete the remainder of their sentence
Ƭǯƥ ƬǤ
conducted by the Board of Pardons and Parole. Most often, parole eligibility is determined at the time of
sentencing and is generally the earliest possible date a person can be released.
Parole release is at the sole discretion of the Committee on Parole panel considering each individual case. If they are
deemed suitable, they are released from prison and remain under the supervision of DPS&C for the remainder of
their sentence. Many individuals have several parole hearings before they are found suitable for parole release.
Individuals can be denied parole for up to two years at a time. If denied, it is their legal right to request another
parole hearing.
͗Ǥ  ȋǲ ǳȌ
La.R.S. 571.3 authorizes certain people in prison to earn credits towards the reduction of their time prison for good
behavior. This is known as “good time.” In addition to good time, eligible persons may earn up to an additional 360
            Ƥ   Ǥ
ȋȌǤ Ƥ ơ 
awarded as well as who is eligible to earn additional credits for the completion of CTRP. Once an eligible person
reaches his or her good time release date, which is calculated based on the total length of the sentence, he or she
is released onto Good Time Parole Supervision to complete the remainder of the sentence.
4. Com 
The individual receives a reduction in their sentence based on a favorable recommendation by the Pardon Board
 Ǥ  Ƥ  Ǥ
Once the Governor approves the Pardon Board’s recommendation for commutation, and the individual meets all
other eligibility requirements, they are scheduled for a parole hearing. Anyone in prison has the legal right to apply
  Ǥ ǤƤ
submit an application to the Pardon Board requesting a Commutation of Sentence hearing. The application includes
 ǯ    Ǣ  Ǣ Ƥ      ǡ   
rehabilitative programs, letters of support, and a personal statement. The Pardon Board reviews the application
and, if it determines that the application has merit, a hearing is scheduled and an extensive clemency investigation
is conducted. (Please note: This terminology can be confusing because the individual is not actually being
considered for a pardon, but for commutation of sentence.) As a result of the hearing, if the Pardon Board
FAQ Continued on Page 11
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recommends a commutation, the recommendation is sent to the Governor for review. There is no time limit to the
Governor signing the recommendation; it could be signed within the Governor’s term, it could be held over to the
next Governor, or it may be denied. If the Governor signs the commutation, the individual then follows the
conditions of the new sentence, which may include, but is not limited to, parole eligibility and/or applicable good
time calculation.
5. Ne
The individual may become eligible for parole or a reduction of sentence based on new federal or state laws. New
legislation can result in certain populations becoming eligible for reentry to mainstream society.
For more information, see the    Ǥ

ǣ     ǫ
The Department of Public Safety & Corrections (DPS&C) encourages positive communication between individuals
    Ǥ Ƭ ơ          
 
 ǡ ǤǤǡ ǡ     n.
͕Ǥ ǤǤ
      ǡ        
ǯ        ǡ   ǲƤ   
Handling” form. People in prison are not allowed to receive packages, publications, greeting
cards, or post cards from their families. People in prison may only receive packages through
 ǡ .
However, family and friends are allowed to send correspondence (letters), which must be addressed to the facility
to which the imprisoned person is housed and must include the person’s name and DPS&C number on the
envelope. Do not send cash or stamps through the mail or hardback photographs. These particular items will be
 ǡ  Ƥ d.
͖Ǥ  
Department regulations allow for each individual in prison to have an approved master list of up to twenty
telephone numbers for family, friends, and legal calls. This list can be updated quarterly. Personal calls may be
monitored and/or recorded for security purposes. Legal calls, however, are not.
People in prison can only make collect calls, and their telephones are limited to out-going calls only, usually limited
ƤǤ ǡ Ƥ   
state prison facility. The called party is given the option of accepting or refusing the call. Telephone communication
access is provided by an outside vendor, Securus Technologies. Securus' Customer Service number is
͕Ǧ͔͔͜Ǧ͘͘͜Ǧ͚͙͕͝        ǡ      ǡ
receiving unwanted calls, and/or requesting a block on future calls.
Th   Ƥ Ǥ 
party must set up an account with Securus and provide their primary residence information. Calls to prepaid cell
phones are not allowed. The person in prison must have your cell phone number on their approved phone list.
Individuals housed in local level facilities must utilize the phone systems that are set up in those facilities.
 ơ ity.
͗Ǥ    
ơ     Ǥ  
usually faster than regular mail, and photographs (in good taste) can be attached to the emails. This service is all
done through a secure connection, so people in prison never actually have access to the internet.
Visit ǣȀȀǤǤ Ȁ for more information.
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 Ƭ       
information regarding the imprisonment of a loved
one, updates from Secretary Le Blanc, success stories
of formerly incarcerated individuals, and much more!
 

The Louisiana Department of Public Safety and
Corrections, with the help of many organizations,
   ơ     
ƥ         
  Ǥ Ƥ
DPS&C website.


  
  ǡ Ƥ 
resources, which includes information on FEMA Federal Disaster Assistance, Mutual Aid Disaster Relief Network,
ǡ  ǡ    ǡ
much more on the DPS&C website.


 
  
̷̴
̷ 

Ƥ  Ƥ 
reviously incarcerated individuals or friends
to previously
and family members of currently
c
incarcerated
vviduals, you can visit:
individuals,

 ǤǤ
Ǥ
Ǥ
Ǥ 
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